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ABSTRACT

Systems, methods, and non-transitory computer-readable
storage media for intelligently managing a playlist of digital
media provide an intelligent dynamic queue that is configured
to manage the playback of digital media. The queue can
transition between passive playback mode, active playback
mode, and mixed playback mode. The queue can handle the
playback of the Songs in the queue according to the playback
mode and/or a queue status field that is associated with each
Song in the queue.
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INTELLIGENT MEDIA QUEUE
BACKGROUND

0001 1. Technical Field
0002 The present disclosure relates generally to playing
digital media content and, more specifically, to techniques
and systems for creating a dynamic playlist for managing the
playback of digital media content.
0003 2. Introduction
0004. In recent years, electronic devices capable of play
ing digital music have become commonplace. For instance,
electronic devices Such as laptop computers, handheld digital
media players, Smartphones, and handheld gaming systems
are used daily by Society to listen to music. As a result of the
growing popularity of these electronic devices, the sale of
digital music has grown dramatically. Users can utilize vari
ous avenues to access digital music, including visiting an
online store to purchase digital music as a single track or a
complete album. Users can also share their music with one
another or stream music online.

0005. As the amount of digital media available to a user
increases, improved techniques must be applied to organize
and manage this information. Traditionally, playlists have
been used to organize the music into collections, and, through
a selection of a song or through a selection of a playlist from
Such collections, the music can be played. The playlists would
bestored persistently and be selectable by the consumer when
he or she wishes to play the songs associated with the playlist.
However, these traditional techniques are very limiting in that
they require the overhead of creating a playlist and storing it.
Moreover, the traditional playlist environment is not well
Suited for dynamic changes to a consumer's desires. For
example, assume that a student is playing music from a play
list in his dorm room. His friend comes into his room and

wants to listen to a song that is not in the currently playing
playlist. Traditionally, selecting the one song to play would
terminate playback of the playlist or the song would be added
into the persistent playlist, thus becoming a part of the play
list. Both of these behaviors are undesirable to the student,

who would like to continue listening to his playlist after his
friend listens to the song, and would not desire to have the
friends selection added to his playlist.
0006 While there have been many advancements in the
use and distribution of digital media, there is still a need for
improved techniques for managing playback of digital media.
SUMMARY

0007 Additional features and advantages of the disclosure
will be set forth in the description which follows, and will
become apparent from the description, or can be learned by
practice of the herein disclosed principles by those skilled in
the art. The features and advantages of the disclosure can be
realized and obtained by means of the disclosed instrumen
talities and combinations as set forth in detail herein. These

and other features of the disclosure will become more fully
apparent from the following description, or can be learned by
the practice of the principles set forth herein.
0008 Disclosed are systems, methods, and non-transitory
computer-readable storage media for intelligently managing
the playback of digital media. The digital media can include
audio Songs, videos, movies, images, photos, and other digital
media content. An intelligent dynamic queue is configured to
manage the playback of digital media. A user can Submit
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requests to playback digital media (from a single source or
various sources) by adding the digital media to the queue.
Depending on the digital media added and the process used to
add the digital media, the digital media can take on different
properties. The media playback application can manage the
handling of the digital media in the queue by utilizing a queue
status field that is associated with each digital media item in
the queue. In some examples, the queue can contain multiple
entries that specify the playback sequence. Each entry can be
associated with a digital media item and can also include a
queue Status field. The queue Status field stores a variable
describing whether the digital media item associated with the
entry is manually queued (i.e., the digital media item was
explicitly added to the queue) or automatically queued (i.e.,
the digital media item was implicitly added to the queue via a
predetermined collection, Such as a playlist).
0009. In one embodiment, some entries in the queue can
be purged (e.g., deleted) when a triggering event occurs.
Exemplary triggering events include changing the media
Source or adding a collection of digital media to the queue.
For example, the media playback application can be config
ured to purge the queue when the media source changes, when
an album is added to the queue, when a playlist is added to the
queue, and/or other scenarios. The determination of which
entries to purge can depend on the queue status field of each
entry. In one example, entries in the queue that have a queue
status field set to manual entry remain in the queue because
the user explicitly requested the digital media item. In con
trast, entries that have a queue status field set to automatic
entry are deleted from the queue because they were automati
cally added into the queue. In some embodiments, the queue
status field of a digital media item in the queue can be updated
as other digital media items enter the queue.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0010. In order to describe the manner in which the above
recited and other advantages and features of the disclosure
can be obtained, a more particular description of the prin
ciples briefly described above will be rendered by reference to
specific embodiments thereof, which are illustrated in the
appended drawings. Understanding that these drawings
depict only exemplary embodiments of the disclosure and are
not therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the
principles herein are described and explained with additional
specificity and detail through the use of the accompanying
drawings in which:
0011 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary media playback
application;
0012 FIGS. 2a and 2b illustrate an exemplary queue;
0013 FIGS.3a and 3 billustrate another exemplary queue:
0014 FIGS. 4a and 4b illustrate an example of skipping a
Song in a queue;
(0015 FIGS. 5a and 5b illustrate an example of adding a
Song to a queue;

0016 FIGS. 6a, 6b and 6c illustrate an example of adding
a song into the queue as the next song to be played;
(0017 FIGS. 7a and 7b illustrate an example of an action
performed on a media item in a queue;
0018 FIGS. 8a and 8b illustrate an example of another
action performed in a media item the queue;
0019 FIGS. 9a and 9b illustrate an example of purging
media items from a queue;
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0020 FIGS. 10a and 10b illustrate an example of a queue
with a history list. The exemplary queue can be presented on
a graphical user interface;
0021 FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary method for adding
a song to a location in the queue;
0022 FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary method for adding
a song as a next Song in the queue;
0023 FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary user interface of a
media playback application;
0024 FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary mini player user
interface of a media playback application;
0025 FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary system; and
0026 FIG. 16 illustrates an exemplary cloud system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0027 Various embodiments of the disclosure are dis
cussed in detail below. While specific implementations are
discussed, it should be understood that this is done for illus

tration purposes only. A person skilled in the relevant art will
recognize that other components and configurations may be
used without parting from the spirit and scope of the disclo
SUC.

0028. The present disclosure addresses the need in the art
for systems, techniques, and methods for improved playback
management of digital media. The digital media can include
digital Songs, movies, videos, podcasts, music videos,
images, photos, and other digital media content. While the
disclosure focuses on playback management for digital
songs, it is to be understood by a person of ordinary skill in the
relevant art that these teachings also apply to playback man
agement for other forms of digital media Such as movies,
images, videos, photos, podcasts, etc.
0029. The present disclosure focuses on an intelligent
queue that is used by a media playback application to manage
the playback of digital media items. An intelligent queue is
different than a traditional playlist. An intelligent queue can
contain media items from multiple media Sources, some of
the sources being remotely located. If one of the remote
Sources were to go offline, the integrity of the queue is not
affected since the intelligent queue is configured to skip Songs
that are offline. In contrast, a traditional playlist generally
contains only items that are locally stored on a playback
device. Playlists can sometimes play back media from mul
tiple sources however, when one of the sources go offline, the
playlists integrity is lost. Moreover, an intelligent queue can
be dynamically modified by adding other media items into the
queue in real time whereas modifications to a playlist are
persistent in that they are stored in memory. Furthermore, the
intelligent queue is capable of interpreting the users inten
tions based on where the user adds digital media into the
queue and as a result, affect how other media items in the
intelligent queue are handled.
0030. In some examples, different types of digital media
can co-exist in a single queue. For example, a queue can
include a song and a video that are presented in a specified
playback order. A user can Submit requests to a media play
back application to add songs (or other types of digital media)
from a single source or from various sources to the queue.
Each song can be linked or otherwise associated with an entry
in the queue. Besides adding an individual digital media item,
entire playlists, albums, and other collections of music can be
selected for addition to the queue. When the collection of
music is added, the digital media within the collection are
added to the queue. Playback of music by the media playback
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application can be based on the queue and more specifically,
the order that the Songs appearin the queue. Since the user can
in real time add digital media to the queue, the queue is
dynamic and changes constantly based on the user's desires.
In some embodiments, the queue is also persistent in that
un-played tracks that are in the queue when the media play
back application closes will remain queued for playback the
next time the media playback application opens.
0031. Through the intelligent queue, the media playback
application is capable of seamlessly changing in between two
different modes of operation. In a first mode, the media play
back application operates in a normal playback mode. In the
normal playback mode, the media playback application
begins by playing the first song in the playlist and continues to
sequentially play through the tracks in the playlist until the
last song is played. In a temporary playback mode, Songs can
be dynamically entered and played back in a specified order.
When the list is done, playback is completed and the list is
cleared. Traditionally these different modes of operation have
been mutually exclusive however through the use of the intel
ligent queue, the media playback application is able to seam
lessly Switch between the two modes according to actions
items and triggering events initiated by the user. For example,
dragging a song into the queue can result in the media play
back application transitioning from a normal playback mode
to the temporary playback mode. Once the song has com
pleted, the media playback application can transition back to
the normal playback mode. Therefore, the media playback
application is capable of operating in a normal playback
mode that does not require user interaction and then Subse
quently change to a temporary playback mode when a request
is received to listen to a song. Listening to the Song does not
abandon the normal playback mode. Instead, the media play
back application returns to the normal playback mode when
the song has completed.
0032. The media playback application canassociate queue
status fields to a song when the song is added to the queue.
More specifically, each entry in the queue can store informa
tion related to a song. For example, the information can
include a link to the Song and a queue status field of the song.
Depending on the queue status field associated with the song,
the song can be handled differently by the media playback
application. In one embodiment, each entry can include a
queue status field configured to identify whether a song was
manually entered or automatically entered. Manually entered
Songs can remain in the queue when the source of music
changes. As another example, Songs that were automatically
entered into the queue can be purged from the queue when the
Source of music changes. The media playback application
interprets manually entered songs as songs that the user has
explicitly selected to listen to, either now or in the future. In
contrast, Songs that are automatically entered (e.g., queuing
Songs from an internet radio station Such as Pandora R or
queuing Songs from a playlist) generally belong to a collec
tion of Songs that share a commonality, the commonality
being that the songs all belong to a collection that was
selected by the user to be added to the queue. Since this
commonality is the reason that the Songs were added to the
queue (and not because the user has manually selected each
Song to be added into the queue), these songs are volatile and
in some instances can be deleted from the queue when the
Source changes or when the media playback application
closes. Examples of Songs that are automatically entered into
the queue include the situation where a user selects a playlist
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to be added to the queue or where the user requests the media
playback application for ten Songs that are similar to a
selected seed song. The recommended songs are added to the
queue. In some examples, the media playback application can
include rules for editing the behavior of the media playback
application, such as setting the circumstances when the type
(manually entered or automatically entered) should be
changed in an entry. Additional details about automatically
entered and manually entered songs are discussed below.
Media Playback Application
0033 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary media playback
application. The media playback application can be an appli
cation running on a client device that is capable of playing
back digital media. Exemplary media playback applications
include the iTunes(R) media player. Media playback applica
tion 100 includes content bar 110, browser window 140,

queue bar 150, and currently playing bar 160. Content bar 110
is configured to display music that is available to the user.
Using browsing window 140, a user can browse the music
from a source and select one or more songs that the user would
like to listen to. Selected songs can appear in queue bar 150
for scheduled playback. Queue bar 150 can be hidden or
displayed using show/hide upcoming songs button 142. In
Some examples, queue bar 150 can be a pop up screen rather
than a side bar, where the pop up screen can be activated or
deactivated through a display option Such as show/hide
upcoming songs button 142.
0034. In one embodiment, content bar 110 can be orga
nized into sources 120 and playlists 130. Sources 120 display
a list of sources of music that are available to the user. Here,

the sources include local music library 122 (e.g., music
library that the user has stored locally on his device), home
share 124 (e.g., music from the music libraries of other users
on the same network), streaming 126 (e.g., music that the user
streams from remote sources, such as internet radio stations),
and cloud storage 128 (e.g., music stored remotely that the
user has rights to play or is otherwise associated with the
user). Available music that is not stored on the user's local
device can be accessed through Wifi, Bluetooth, Intranet,
Internet, and other connection options. In other embodi
ments, other types of media can exist in the sources, such as
movies and TV shows. However for simplicity, only audio
tracks are discussed. A person of ordinary skill in the art
would be able to expand the teachings here to other types of
media, such as movies, images, podcasts, videos, photos, etc.
0035 Playlists 130 shows a list of playlists that are avail
able to the user. The playlists can be generated by the user or
automatically generated by a third-party service, a remote
server, or the media playback application. Here, playlists 130
include DJ playlist 132, playlist A 134 and playlist B 136.
Playlist A 134 and playlist B136 may include a collection of
songs that are available to the user from sources 120. DJ
playlist 132 can include a collection of Songs that was auto
matically generated by the media playback application or a
remote server. In one embodiment, the media playback appli
cation automatically creates the collection of music based on
parameters provided by the user. For example, top rated Songs
can be added and prioritized by placing them in a higher
queue position than other songs. In some examples, DJ play
list 132 can be dynamically generated whenever the playlist is
selected. This can allow DJ playlist 132 to take advantage of
up to date metadata when automatically selecting the Songs to
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play. In other examples, DJ playlist 132 can be generated or
regenerated based on user request.
0036 Queue 150 displays an ordered list of songs for
playback. The Songs in the list can be from multiple sources
or multiple playlists. The order that the Songs appear in queue
150 is the playback sequence of the queue. When a currently
playing song is finished or about to be finished playing on a
media player device, the next Song in the queue is retrieved for
playback. For media stored remotely (i.e., not stored on the
user's device), the media playback application can pre-fetch
a predetermined number of Songs in the queue from the
remote source and store them locally for future playback.
This may improve performance by reducing the opportunity
for the music to refresh or lag during playback. The retrieved
Song is removed from the ordered list and the remaining Songs
in the list are promoted up one cell. Since songs can be
dynamically selected and added into the queue, queue 150
also is dynamic in nature. Thus, a user can add songs into the
queue. In other examples, other people using other devices
can add songs to the queue. Queue 150 can also be persistent,
thus allowing songs that were scheduled for playback to be
presented to the user the next time the user starts the media
playback application.
0037. Here, queue 150 includes entries 152, 154, and 156,
each identifying a song from a particular media Source. The
three songs 152, 154, and 156 are located under heading 153
titled “Up Next.” The songs are presented in a specified play
back order. Thus, the next song to be played is the song
identified by entry 152, followed by the song identified by
entry 154, followed by the song identified by entry 156. In
Some examples, heading 153 can also present other informa
tion associated with the origin of this grouping of songs. For
example if the songs are all part of a playlist, the name of the
playlist can also be presented in heading 153. This can be
useful to provide additional information about the collection
of music that the user is currently listening to. In some
examples, each entry 152, 154, 156 can display additional
information about the song in an auxiliary view that is dis
played when a cursor is placed over the Song. For example,
queue 150 may by default be configured to display the title of
the song and the duration of the song. However when the
cursor is placed over the entry, Song metadata such as lyrics,
artist, genre, rating, etc. can also be displayed in an auxiliary
view. In other examples, hidden action items that can be
performed on the entry can also be presented when the cursor
is placed over the song or the cursor rolls over the song/entry.
For example, action items such as skip Song, promote song to
play next, promote song to play immediately, rate song, create
a playlist by using the song as a root Song, and others can be
presented to the user when the cursor is placed over the
Song/entry. In other examples, one or more of these action
items can be fixed on the entry and presented along with the
default information displayed. Here, entry 156 presents short
cut 157 along with the title and duration (i.e., default infor
mation). Shortcut 157 can be linked to a predefined or user
defined action item associated with the song such as skip Song
or move song to play next. In some examples, shortcut 157
can appear on a rollover.
0038 Queue 150 can also include a history icon 151.
History icon 151, when selected, presents a list of songs that
have been previously played by the media playback applica
tion. The list of previously played songs can include Songs
from different sources and playlists. In one embodiment, a
predefined minimum play time can be applied to songs that
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are partially played to determine whether the song should be
added into the history. For example, a user who is sampling
Songs from his music library (i.e., quickly listening to a few
seconds of a song for purposes of evaluating a song or select
ing Songs to be added to a playlist or other container) may not
want the sampled Songs to be included into the history since
doing so may clutter the history. As another example, a user
who listens to the first few seconds of a song may decide to
skip it and not wish for the song to be displayed in the history.
This can be prevented by setting minimum play time param
eters that are to be met before a song is added into history. For
instance, a minimum play time parameter may state that a
song must be played for 10 seconds before it is added into the
history. In some examples, the list of upcoming Songs shown
in queue 150 can be replaced with the list of items that have
been previously played when history 151 is selected. In other
examples, the information presented for each song in history
can vary depending on the Source or playlist. For example,
radio sources can present the name of the radio station and
optionally the name of the Song. As another example, a play
list can be associated with a color Scheme, icon, or other

identifier. In the history, Songs from that playlist can be pre
sented with the identifier. Media playback application can
also include window 160 configured to display the currently
playing song. As songs finish and the next Song is fetched
from the queue, the song presented in window 160 can
change. In some examples, queue 150 can be configured to
also display the currently playing Song in a entry above ban
ner 153.

0039 Queue 150 can be presented as a window of a given
size. The size of the window can be fixed or dynamic. In one
embodiment, the size of the window can dynamically change
based on the size of the GUI of the media playback applica
tion or other windows of the media playback application. For
example, as the media playback application is resized by the
user, queue 150 can also be resized. The number of entries
presented in queue 150 can also vary depending on the size of
queue 150. If there are more items in the queue (or history)
that can be presented in the number of entries available,
different UI techniques such as a “show more' option to see
additional pages of items or scroll functionality can be imple
mented to view or access those additional items.

Intelligent Media Queue
0040 FIGS. 2a and 2b illustrate an exemplary queue. The
exemplary queue can be presented on a graphical user inter
face. As described above, a queue is a data structure config
ured to manage an ordered list of media items for playback,
where the media items may be located or stored at different
Sources. The order that the media items appear in the queue
can represent the playback sequence of the media items. The
queue may have functionality and properties that are user
configurable to assist in improving the user's experience
while listening to music. For instance, action items or meta
data associated with a song can be configured to be displayed
on the respective entry of that song. As shown in FIG. 2a,
empty queue message 290 can be presented when queue 200
is empty. Empty queue message 290 can be configured to
provide instructions on how to use the queue. For example,
empty queue message 290 can include a message “When
music is playing, this area shows upcoming songs. You can
add, remove, or rearrange songs as you go.” Empty queue
message 290 can also provide instructions on how to add a
playlist or other collection of music to the queue.
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0041 As shown in FIG. 2a, playlist 210 has been selected
by a user to be added to queue 200. Playlist 200 is a collection
of music containing songs 211 to 215. Each song can include
metadata describing the Song Such as song title, artist, album,
composer, genre, rating, year, and others. In one example,
playlist 200 can be a manual type playlist like a mixed tape or
a playlist that is manually populated by the user. In another
example, playlist 200 can be a smart type playlist that is
automatically populated based on search criteria Such as
genre, year, artist, ranking, or other attribute or theme. In
Some cases, there may be underlying logic to the combination
of music while in other cases, there may be no logic to the
creation of the playlist. As such, it is difficult for the media
playback application to determine whether the user is select
ing the playlist because the user wishes to listen to all tracks
in the playlist or alternatively wishes to just listen to a playlist
in a similar fashion as a person listening to a radio station
(where it is the dominant theme or genre of the playlist rather
than the individual tracks that the user wishes to listen to).
0042. In some examples, the media playback application
can use heuristics to determine whether the playlist is being
added for the specific tracks within the playlist or for the
dominant theme of the playlist. Dominant themes can be
Songs that are highly ranked, Songs having the same genre,
Songs that have the same artist, or songs that have any other
common theme. When the playlist is selected for its theme
rather than the individual tracks in the playlist, the tracks in
the playlist can be purged from the queue when the user
wishes to listen to something else (e.g., another playlist,
album, or other collection of music.) For example, purging
can remove tracks that were automatically entered into the
queue. For instance, adding a Smart type playlist to the queue
results in a plurality of non-user selected being added into the
queue. If the user wishes to listento a single song, a detour can
be created in the queue where the song is played followed by
continued playback of the playlist. If the user does not switch
to something else, the songs in the queue can be played in
sequential order.
0043. While a playlist is described here, the heuristics can
also be applied to other collections of music, such as albums
and Smart playlists (e.g., playlists that have been automati
cally generated based on one or more seed Songs). In some
examples, user settings can be set to define how the media
playback application handles different collections. For
example, user settings can define that songs within a particu
lar type of collection should be treated as an automatic entry
or a manual entry. As another example, the user settings can
define that a type of collection having more than a predefined
number of media items should have all items within the

collection be treated as automatic entries. A song can have a
queue status field that can be set to manual entry or automatic
entry. Manual entry is a song that the media playback appli
cation interprets as a song that the user has made a conscious
decision to manually enter into the queue. A manual entry can
be treated differently than an automatic entry (e.g., a song that
gets automatically added into the queue based on a user's
selection of a collection of music). For example, the user
settings or rules can define the media playback applications
behavior when a playlist, album, or other collection of music
is added to the queue. Default settings can also be set when the
user has not defined the user settings. When media is added to
the queue, the media can be animated as it enters the queue,
thus creating the appearance that the media is being physi
cally added to the queue.
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0044 FIG.2b illustrates queue 200 after playlist 210 has
been added. When a playlist or other collection of songs is
added to an empty queue, the media playback application
enters a passive playback mode. In the passive playback
mode, the application populates the queue with songs from
the collection of Songs when space is available in the queue
and continues to play music from the collection of songs until
all songs are played. Here, a user setting specifies that when a
playlist is added to a queue, Songs belonging to the playlist are
to be treated as automatic entries. As shown, queue 200
includes banner 220 that reads “Up Next: From Playlist 210.”
This informs the user that the songs in the list are from playlist
210. The media playback application can sequentially play
Songs from queue 200 based on the sequence they appear in
queue 200. For example, playback will begin with song 211
which resides in the first entry of the queue, followed by song
212 which resides in the second entry of the queue, followed
by song 213 which resides in the third entry of the queue.
Each song can include a queue status field (235, 245, 255)
describing whether the song was manually entered (“M”) or
automatically entered (“A”). As shown in FIG.2b, the songs
added from playlist 210 are treated as automatic entries based
on a user setting. As such, Songs 211, 212, and 213 are all
marked as an automatic entries (see queue status field 235.
245, and 255, respectively), as shown by the letter “A” In
another example where a radio station is added to the playlist,
banner 220 can read “Up Next: From Radio Station <name>.
Below, each entry can present a short description of the radio
station, thus preventing the user from knowing the name of
the song before playback.
0045. The media player may pre-fetch a predetermined
number of Songs from the radio station or other remote
source. The predetermined number can be set to a small value
to minimize wasted costs from fetched songs that are not
played back. The predetermined number can also be set to a
large enough value to prevent poorplayback performance due
to periods of slow downloading speeds or periods of inability
to communicate with the remote source. In some examples,
the predetermined number can be dynamically updated based
on the performance of the remote source and the client device
running the media playback application. For example, the
media player application can increase the predetermined
number when poor playback performance is experienced due
to poor wireless service. This can occur when the client
device is located in a metropolitan city with many users or in
the mountainside where reception is sparse. By increasing the
predetermined number of media items that are buffered, the
media playback application is capable of not communicating
with the remote source for a longer period of time and there
fore lowering the likelihood that the buffer will be depleted
before the client device is able to communicate with the

remote source. As another example, the predetermined num
ber can be decreased when the media playback application
determines that the number of songs that are fetched but not
played back is greater than a given threshold. In some
examples, the predetermined number can be temporarily
increased (or decreased) and Subsequently returned to its
original value.
0046. In some examples where the collection being added
to queue 200 contains more media items than the number of
entries in queue 200, the media playback application can
automatically populate entries in the queue with Songs from
the collection when the entries become available. For

example, queue 200 can be populated with songs 211-213 of
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playlist 210 when playlist 210 is added into queue 200. When
Song 211 transitions to being currently played, Songs 212 and
213 are promoted up an entry, thus leaving the last entry
empty. As a result, song 214 is added to queue 200 to fill the
available entry. In other examples, additional pages or a
scrolling functionality can be implemented to view songs 214
and 215.

0047. In some examples, the music player application may
analyze a request to add a collection of Songs before the
collection of Songs is added into the queue. Various rules can
be applied during the analysis. For example, the media play
back application may analyze the number of songs in a play
list before adding the songs to the queue. If the number of
Songs is greater than a predefined limit, a prompt can be
presented to the user to confirm whether the user intended to
add the Songs to the queue. As another example, the type of
the container can be used in the analysis. For instance, a
prompt can be presented when adding a playlist but not pre
sented when adding an individual song or album.
0048 FIGS.3a and3b illustrate another exemplary queue.
The exemplary queue can be presented on a graphical user
interface. Queue 300 can be similar or substantially similar to
queue 200 of FIGS. 2a and 2b. As shown in FIG.3a, instruc
tions have been received to add three songs (songs 310,320
and 330, in that order) to queue 300. Each song has been
manually selected for queue 300. The resulting queue after
adding in the Songs is shown in FIG.3b. As shown, the Songs
appear in the queue in the order that they were selected. More
specifically song 310 is listed as the first song, song 320 is
listed as the second song, and song 330 is listed as the third.
Each entry also has a queue status field specifying that all
three songs are manually entries “M” (queue status field 355,
365, and 375, respectively). When songs are manually
selected and added to an empty queue, the media playback
application enters an active playback mode. In one example,
all entries into the queue are treated as manual entries when in
active playback mode. Thus, in addition to individual Songs,
a collection of songs entered into the queue are also treated as
manual entries. In another example, automatic entries can
also enter into the queue when in active playback mode. For
example, selection of a playlist to add to the queue without
specifying the location to add the playlist to the queue can
result in the playlist being appended to the end of the queue
and the tracks within the playlist being treated as automatic
entries. In contrast if the location to add the playlist into the
queue is specified, the tracks within the playlist can be treated
as automatic entries. Thus, the manner in which Songs are
entered into the queue can affect the attributes associated with
the Song and in turn the manner in which the media playback
application handles these songs. Songs that enter the queue
via a collection may be added as automatic entries when in a
passive playback mode but as manual entries when in an
active playback mode. Thus, the user setting and the playback
mode can affect the queue Status field associated with the
Songs added.
0049 Banner 340 of queue 300 provides a synopsis of the
upcoming tracks in the queue. Here, banner 340 is configured
to display the number of manually entered songs in the queue
that are coming up. In contrast when the upcoming songs are
automatically entered songs (or when the media playback
application is in a passive playback mode), banner 340 is
configured to display the title of the collection that the songs
belong to (e.g., playlist title, album title, radio station title,
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etc.). Thus, the information presented on the banner of queue
can vary depending on the songs in the queue and/or the
playback mode.
Queue Actions
0050 FIGS. 4a and 4b illustrate an example of skipping a
Song in a queue. The exemplary queue can be presented on a
graphical user interface. A user can trigger the skip command
by rolling over an entry or by selecting a skip option associ
ated with the entry. Queue 400 can be similar or substantially
similar as queue 300 of FIGS. 3a and 3b and queue 200 of
FIGS. 2a and 2b. As shown in FIG. 4a, there are currently
songs 410, 420, and 430 of queue 400. As illustrated by queue
status fields 415, 425, and 435, each of these songs were
automatically entered into queue 400 (A'). Command 405 is
received to skip song 420. FIG. 4b illustrates queue 400 after
the entry associated with song 420 has been removed. As
shown, the entry for song 430 has been promoted in queue
400 and now is next to song 410. In some examples, a skipped
Song may not be added to the queue history unless user
settings specify otherwise. As shown, skipping a song does
not affect the attributes of the songs stored in other entries.
0051. In some examples, skipping a song can alter the
queue status field of other entries in the queue. For example,
the media playback application can interpret the action of
skipping a song in the queue as meaning that the user wishes
to listen to the songs not skipped. If the user did not want to
listen to the other songs in the queue, the user could have
skipped those songs also. As a result, Songs that remain in the
queue after a skip command can be converted to being manu
ally entered. In one example, only entries in the queue above
the skipped song are converted to being manually entered
since it is possible that the user is glancing over the list from
the top down. As such, only the queue status fields of Songs
above the currently skipped song are candidate to be altered.
Entries that have a queue status field of manually entered can
be preserved in the queue when the queue is purged.
0052 FIGS. 5a and 5b illustrate an example of adding a
Song to a queue. The exemplary queue can be presented on a
graphical user interface. The Song can be added into the queue
through various trigger mechanisms, such as the selection of
an action item associated with the song or dragging and
dropping the Song into the queue. In one embodiment, the
Song can be added at a specific location (e.g., entry) in the
queue according to the user command received. For example,
an action item associated with the Song can be triggered by a
user command which causes the Song to be added as the next
Song to be played in the queue, to play now (e.g., cancel
current song and play this song), or to add to the end or any
other location in the queue.
0053. In one embodiment, the media playback application
can include a rule configured to treat all songs that appear
before the newly added Song as songs that should be played in
the queue. The user has deliberately added the song after these
Songs and thus, it can be presumed that the user would like to
hear all the songs placed before the location of the added
Song. Thus, the media playback application can convert an
attribute of Songs in front of the added song that were origi
nally set as an automatic entry into a manual entry.
0054 Here, queue 500 can be similar or substantially simi
lar to queue 400 of FIGS. 4a and 4b, queue 300 of FIGS. 3a
and 3b, and queue 200 of FIGS. 2a and 2b. As shown in FIG.
5a, queue 500 includes songs 510, 520, and 530 and each
song was automatically added into queue 500 (attributes 515,
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525, and 535 set as “A” for automatic entries). Banner 505 is
presented to inform the user that a playlist including Songs
510, 520, and 530 is currently playing, with each of songs
510,520, and 530 being an automatic entry. The name of the
playlist can be displayed here as part of Banner 505. A com
mand is received to add song 540 at a location in between
songs 510 and 520 of the playlist. For example, song 540 can
be dragged from the music library and dropped in between
song 510 and song 520 of queue 500. Upon receiving this
command, the media playback application can shift Songs
520 and 530 downstream, thus making available an entry in
queue 500 for song 540. As shown in FIG.5b, song 540 is now
associated with an entry that is located in between song 510
and song 520.
0055 When a song is manually added to a queue while the
media playback application is in a passive playback mode
(i.e., the entries in the queue are automatic entries), the media
playback application can enter a mixed playback mode.
When the media playback application is in a mixed playback
mode, Songs that are scheduled to play before the currently
added song can have their queue status field set to manual
entry, if necessary, to signify that the user has made a con
scious decision to play all the Songs queued above the cur
rently added song. This ensures that Song 540 and all songs in
the queue above song 540 (e.g., song 510) are played by the
media playback application in the specified order. In other
words, Songs that are set to manual entry are not purged. After
adding in song 540, queue 500 now includes both manual
entries and automatic entries. In some embodiments, a queue
having multiple types of entries can include separate banners
for each type of entry. For example, manual entries can be
grouped together and associated with one banner while auto
matic entries can be grouped together and associated with
another banner. Here, banner 503 is configured to describe the
manual entries. As shown, banner 503 describes that there are

two queued songs to be played next. Similarly, banner 505 is
configured to notify the user that after these two manually
queued songs, the media playback application will return to
the playing music from the playlist. Here, the name of the
playlist can be displayed. If the playlist has additional Songs
not present in the queue, they can be added into the queue as
entries in the queue become available. In some examples, all
actions to add songs into the queue are treated as manual
entries once the user has manually entered Songs into the
queue. This is because treating entries as automatic entries
may destructively clear the manual entries from the queue.
0056. In some embodiments, the shuffle command may
take on different functionality based on the type of entries in
the queue. For example, if the queue contains both manual
entries and automatic entries, a shuffle command performed
may only shuffle the automatic entries in the queue. This is
because the manual entries were placed in a specific order by
the user and thus, should be played back in that order. As
another example, the performance of the shuffle command
can be based on both the type of entries in the queue and the
currently playing song. For example, if the currently playing
Song is a manual entry, all the manual entries in the queue can
be shuffled. Similarly if the currently playing song is an
automatic entry, all the automatic entries in the queue can be
shuffled. User defined options can be configured to override
this default behavior.

0057 While the example illustrated in FIGS. 5a and 5b
show adding in a song to a queue, similar techniques can be
applied to add in a playlist, an album, or other collection of
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Songs. The collection of Songs would be added to the playlist
at the specified location. For example if a playlist containing
four songs were added in between the third and fourth entry of
the queue, the four songs in the playlist would result in occu
pying the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh entry slots in the
queue. The song (or songs) can come from various sources
including an internet radio station, home share, streaming,
other user's library, cloud storage, and other sources.
Depending on the source, different techniques can be used to
present Song information on the entry. In one embodiment an
internet radio station that is added into the queue can display
the name of the radio station on an entry instead of displaying
the name of a song. The radio station name may be displayed
instead of the specific name of the Song for various reasons.
For example, the song being played by the radio station
changes as the radio station entry in the queue moves to the
currently playing position. Since it is difficult to determine
the song that will be played when the entry of the radio station
is promoted to the currently playing position, it is logical to
use the name of the radio station on the entry instead of the
name of the song. In another example, the radio station may
not want the user to know the name of the upcoming song.
This can prevent the user from waiting for an upcoming Song
that the user wishes to acquire and then copying the Song as
the Song is played. A single entry can remain in the queue as
Songs from the internet radio station continue playing, where
that single entry is configured to inform the user of the inter
net radio station that is currently being played. For example,
the entry can state “Up Next: More from the XYZ station.”
When Songs are manually queued, the single entry represent
ing the internet radio station can be pushed downstream under
banner 505 to notify the user that after the manually queued
songs, playback will return to the radio station. When the
Source changes or another playlist is selected, the radio sta
tion can be removed from the queue.
0058 Besides adding songs into the queue, actions can
also be performed to existing songs in the queue. In some
embodiments, different actions can be performed on Songs in
the queue to change the order or properties/attributes of the
Songs in the queue. Exemplary actions include drag and drop,
play next, and play immediately. For example, drag and drop
can move the Song from the drag location to the drop location.
As another example, play next can move the song from its
current location to the first entry in the queue. As yet another
example, play immediately can be a combination of two
actions. The first action is similar to a play next command
where the song is promoted to the first entry in the queue. The
second action can be skipping the currently playing song.
Therefore, the queue and the attributes of the songs within the
queue can change depending on the action performed.
0059. In one embodiment, the media playback application
can include intelligence that is used when processing a
request to place a song (either an existing song in the queue or
adding a song from a source) as the next Song in the queue.
When a user adds a song to a queue, a determination is made
as to whether the user intended the song to be added as the
next Song to be played or if the user intended the song to be
added at the end of a logical collection of songs, one of which
is currently being played. A logical collection of Songs in
Some instances can be considered a single work. Since the
collection of Songs is considered a single work, they are
treated as belonging to a single container that the user intends
to listen to in sequence. Examples of a container of Songs
include albums and Smart playlists (playlists automatically
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generated, sometimes based on a theme or trait) containing
Songs that have similar traits (artist, genre, year, ranking, etc.)
based on a selected seed song. For example, if the currently
playing song is part of an album, the intention of selecting an
action item to place a song as the next Song in the queue may
be for the Song to play following the playing of the album. In
Some examples, a playlist can also be considered a container.
In some examples, heuristics can be used to determine when
a collection of music is considered a container of music.

These heuristics can be based on user settings that have been
set to differentiate a container of music form a collection of

music. Exemplary user settings can include a limit to the
number of songs that can existina container, the similarity of
metadata between the Songs in the container, and other fac
tors. In some examples, the media playback application can
apply container rules to determine when a collection of music
is a container. These rules can be weighted in making the
determination. Exemplary rules can include a weighting fac
tor if the artist is the same in the collection of music, another

weighting factor if the album name is the same in the collec
tion of music, anotherweighting factor if the genre is the same
in the collection of music, another weighting factor if the
ratings provided to the songs are similar within a predeter
mined range, and others.
0060 FIGS. 6a, 6b and 6c illustrate an example of adding
a song into the queue as the next Song to be played. The
exemplary queue can be presented on a graphical user inter
face. Queue 600 can be similar or substantially similar to
queue 500 of FIGS.5a and 5b, queue 400 of FIGS. 4a and 4b.
queue 300 of FIGS.3a and3b, and queue 200 of FIGS.2a and
2b. As shown in FIG. 6a, queue 600 includes song 610, song
620, and song 630, in that order and each song is an automatic
entry (queue status fields 615,625, and 635, respectively, set
to 'A'). Banner 601 is configured to notify the user that the
upcoming tracks (e.g., Songs) are from playlist. FIG. 6a also
illustrates the media playback application receiving instruc
tion or request 650 to play song 640 as the next song in the
queue. At this point, the media playback application can make
a determination whether one or more of the songs in the queue
are part of a container with the currently playing Song.
0061 FIG. 6b illustrates an example of queue 600 when
the Songs in the queue (e.g., Songs 610, 620, and 630) are
determined to not be part of a container with the currently
playing song. As shown, Song 640 is added into the queue in
the first slot and thus will be the next Song played. Since song
640 was manually selected by the user, queue status field 645
of Song 640 is set with an queue status field of manually
entered. The rest of queue 600 has shifted downstream one
position to make room for song 640. As such, songs 610, 620,
and 630 have moved down one slot in queue 600. Since the
newly added song was not placed behind any existing entries
in queue 600, none of the existing queue status fields associ
ated with the Songs in the queue (e.g., queue status fields 615.
625, and 635) are altered. As shown in FIG. 6b, queue 600
now has two types of entries in the queue. Banner 603 is
configured to provide details about the manually entered
songs while banner 605 is configured to provide details about
the automatically entered songs. Banner 605 presents infor
mation associated with the collection that the rest of the queue
belongs to. More specifically, banner 605 presents the name
of the playlist added to the queue that results in songs 610,
620, and 630 being added to the queue.
0062 FIG. 6c illustrates another example of queue 600
when the songs in the queue (e.g., songs 610, 620, and 630)
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are determined to be part of a container with the currently
playing Song. This is the opposite of the example shown in
FIG. 6b. As shown in FIG. 6c, a determination is made that

songs 610, 620, and 630 belong to the same container as the
currently playing song. The determination can be made by
comparing metadata of the currently playing Song with meta
data of songs 610, 620, and 630. For example, heuristics can
be applied by the media playback application to determine
whether certain properties of songs 610, 620, and 630 are the
same, similar, or related to the properties of the currently
playing song. In some instances each property can have a
different weighting factor. A similarity value can be generated
from comparing the properties of the Songs and Summing up
the weight values. The similarity value can in turn be used to
determine whether a song and the currently playing Song
belong to the same container. Exemplary properties include
artist name, album name, genre, year, ranking, track number
(checking if the track numbers of the upcoming Songs are in
sequential order), bit rate, and others. For example, the artist
name property can be assigned a weighting factor of 0.8, the
album name property can be assigned a weighting factor of
0.8, the genre property can be assigned a weighting factor of
0.7, the year property can be assigned a weighting factor of
0.3, and the bit rate property can be assigned a weighting
factor of 0.2. A comparison can be made between the cur
rently playing Song and Song 610 where the weighting factors
assigned to similar properties between the two songs are
Summed together. If the Sum of the weighting factors is
greater than 1, the songs are determined to belong in the same
container and thus should not be separated in the queue.
0063 Here, the media playback application may, as a
result of the heuristics, determine that the currently playing
song and songs 610, 620, and 630 belong to the same con
tainer and thus are required to be played together before other
Songs can be played. Since the container has already begun
playing the currently playing song, the remainder of the con
tainer (song 610, 620, and 630) are played before any other
Song is played. As a result, the ordered list of songs in queue
600 is song 610, song 620, song 630, and song 640. The media
playback application may determine that Song 640 is a
manual entry because it was manually selected and entered
into the queue by the user. As such, queue status field 645 is
set to “M” for manual entry. In one example, the media
playback application can Subsequently determine that there
are three songs in front of manually entered song 640. Based
on a rule stored on the media playback application, Songs in
frontofa manually entered song can be converted into manual
entries. As a result, queue status fields 615, 625, 635, are
converted to manual entries.

0064 FIGS. 7a and 7b illustrate an example of an action
performed on a media item in a queue. The exemplary queue
can be presented on a graphical user interface. Queue 700 can
be similar or substantially similar to queue 600 of FIGS. 6a,
6b, and 6c, queue 500 of FIGS. 5a and 5b, queue 400 of FIGS.
4a and 4b, queue 300 of FIGS. 3a and 3b, and queue 200 of
FIGS. 2a and 2b. As shown in FIG. 7a, queue 700 includes
banner 701 notifying the user that the songs scheduled for
playback belong to the playlist. The name of the playlist can
be displayed in banner 701. Queue 700 includes four songs
ordered as song 710, song 720, song 730, and song 740. Each
of these songs includes a queue Status field identifying them
as automatic entries (queue status fields 715, 725,735, and
745, respectively).
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0065. As shown in FIG.7a, a command of play next action
750 is received and associated with song 730. The media
playback application can receive the commandalong with the
desired location in the queue. In response to the command, the
media playback application can move the selected Song to the
first position or spot in the queue. Songs that were originally
in front of the selected Song can be pushed one slot down
stream as the selected Song moves up the queue. As shown in
FIG.7b, the media playback application has moved selected
song 730 to the first position in the queue and songs 710 and
720 have been pushed downstream one position. The result
ing queue order is song 730, Song 710, Song 720, and song
740. In one embodiment, the media playback application can
change one or more queue status fields of the selected Song
when the selected Song is promoted to be played next in the
queue. For example, queue status field 735 that is associated
with Song 730 can be set to manual entry (see queue status
field 735 set to “M” in FIG.7b) to identify the song as a song
that was manually entered into the queue. Thus, Song
attributes can change during manipulation of the queue, thus
changing how the media playback application will treat the
Song. As shown in FIG. 7b, the songs in the queue have been
grouped into automatic entries and manual entries. Banners
703 and 705 are configured to present information associated
with song 730 and songs 710, 720, and 730, respectively.
0.066 FIGS. 8a and 8b illustrate an example of another
action performed in a media item the queue. The exemplary
queue can be presented on a graphical user interface. Queue
800 can be similar or substantially similar to queue 700 of
FIGS. 7a and 7b, queue 600 of FIGS. 6a, 6b, and 6c, queue
500 of FIGS.5a and 5b, queue 400 of FIGS. 4a and 4b, queue
300 of FIGS.3a and 3b, and queue 200 of FIGS.2a and 2b. As
shown in FIG. 8a, queue 800 includes banner 801 and an
ordered list of songs including song 810, song 820, song 830,
and Song 840. A command including drag and drop action 850
is received from the user. Drag and drop action 850 moves a
Song from a current entry to a new entry. In other words, the
drag and drop action moves the Song from a first slot in the
queue to a second slot in the queue. Here, song 820 is being
dragged from the second queue position and dropped after the
fourth queue position. FIG. 8b illustrates the resulting queue
after drag and drop action 850. As shown, song 820 has been
moved behind song 840, thus resulting in queue 800 having
the playback order of song 810, song 830, song 840, and song
820. In one embodiment, the media playback application can
also change the queue Status field of Songs that are to be
performed before a drop position to manual entry. Since the
user has specified a slot to play a particular song, it is pre
Sumed that the user also wants to play all songs that appear
ahead of the particular song also. As a result, the media
playback application can convert queue status fields 815, 835,
845, and 825 to manual entries (“M”) since these queue status
fields are associated with songs that are played before the
selected Song (e.g., Song 810, Song 830, Song 845, and Song
820, respectively). Since the songs in the playlist have been
converted to manual entries, banner 803 is displayed in queue
800. Banner 803 notifies the user that the next four upcoming
Songs are all queued songs (e.g., manually entered). As dis
cussed below, the media playback application may treat
manually entered songs different than automatically entered
Songs.

0067. In some embodiments, the media playback applica
tion can periodically purge (i.e., delete) songs from the queue.
Purging entries in the queue can be a housekeeping technique
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performed by the media playback application to maintain the
quality of the queue. In some examples, a song can be purged
from the queue based on the how the song entered the queue.
For example if the song was a manual entry, it is confident that
the user desires to listen to the song. As a result, manual
entries are not purged. In contrast if the Song was an automatic
entry, it is uncertain whether the user desires to listen to this
specific Song or to the collection that the Song belongs to. As
a result, automatic entries are purged. Automatically entered
entries can have a lower priority over manually entered
entries since it is unclear whether the Songs were added into
the queue because the user selected a collection that contains
the song or the user intended to play the song. Songs with
higher priority can be played before songs with lowerpriority.
In one example, the automatically entered entries can be
considered Volatile entries and can be replaced when a trig
gering event occurs, such as Switching the playlist or the
SOUC.

0068. In one embodiment, rules can be generated by the
media playback application to control the purging behavior of
the queue. For example, a rule can be created to purge the
queue of automatic entries whenever the source changes. The
media playback application can interpret the user's command
to change sources as an implicit notification that the user no
longer wishes to listen to music from the previous source. As
a result, automatic entries which the user did not explicitly
add are removed from the queue. In another example, a rule
can be created where the queue is purged of automatic entries
whenever a collection of media is added to the queue. The
collection of media, which can be a playlist or album, can
include a plurality of songs. The media playback application
can interpret the addition of this collection of media to the
queue as meaning that the user is done listening to a previ
ously selected collection of music. As a result, the media
playback application can purge the automatic entries from the
queue.

0069 FIGS. 9a and 9b illustrate an example of purging
media items from a queue. The exemplary queue can be
presented on a graphical user interface. Queue 900 can be
similar or substantially similar to queue 800 of FIGS. 8a and
8b, queue 700 of FIGS. 7a and 7b, queue 600 of FIGS. 6a, 6b,
and 6c, queue 500 of FIGS. 5a and 5b, queue 400 of FIGS. 4a
and 4b, queue 300 of FIGS. 3a and 3b, and queue 200 of
FIGS. 2a and 2b. As shown in FIG. 9a, queue 900 includes
four songs: Song 910 that is queued next for playback and
songs 920, 930, and 940 that belong to the playlist. Queue
status field 925, 935, and 945 of songs 920, 930, and 940,
respectively, inform the media playback application that the
Songs were automatically entered into the queue (A'). Simi
larly, queue status field 915 informs the media playback
application that the song 910 was manually entered into the
queue. When a triggering event occurs that causes the media
playback application to purge the queue, Songs containing a
queue status field of being automatically entered are deleted
from the queue. Exemplary triggering events include chang
ing the media source or adding a collection of digital media to
the queue. For example, the media playback application can
be configured to purge the queue when the media Source
changes to an internet radio station, when the media Source
changes to a remote source, when an album is added to the
queue, when a playlist is added to the queue, and/or other
scenarios. As shown in FIG.9b, songs 920,930, and 940 have
been deleted from the queue. Song 910 remains since queue
status field 915 states that the song was manually entered. In
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Some examples, the currently playing Song can also be
skipped as the user transitions to a different media source or
collection of music. Some triggering events can result in new
Songs being added into the queue. Depending on specified
location (ifany) of the Songs entering the queue, Song 910 can
be played next or played later in the queue.
0070. In some embodiments, the queue can also be con
figured to present a history list containing Songs that have
been previously played by the media playback application.
The history list can be configured to present a list of Songs
previously played from newest to oldest. A user can review
the previously played songs and decide to purchase or re
queue certain Songs for playback. Songs that were skipped or
purged during playback are not added into the history list. In
Some examples, a predefined limit of time can be used by the
media playback application to determine whether a song
should be added to the history list. For example, a song that is
played for less than 10 seconds is not added to the history list.
Songs may be played for less than 10 seconds because the
user was sampling music and song was skipped during play
back or the song is no longer available. A song can be no
longer available if the Source of the song is no longer online.
In some examples, the media playback application may try to
find other sources that contain the song, such as the user's
media library. If the song cannot be found in the available
Sources, then the Song is skipped from the queue.
(0071 FIGS. 10a and 10b illustrate an example of a queue
with a history list. The exemplary queue can be presented on
a graphical user interface. Queue 1000 can be similar or
substantially similar to queue 900 of FIGS. 9a and 9b, queue
800 of FIGS. 8a and 8b, queue 700 of FIGS. 7a and 7b, queue
600 of FIGS. 6a, 6b, and 6c, queue 500 of FIGS. 5a and 5b,
queue 400 of FIGS. 4a and 4b, queue 300 of FIGS.3a and3b,
and queue 200 of FIGS. 2a and 2b. As shown in FIG. 10a,
queue 1000 includes songs 1010, 1020, 1030, and 1040. The
Songs are in position n+1, n+2, n+3, and n+4, respectively,
where n is the currently playing song. Queue 1000 can
include header 1001 and banner 1003. The header 1001 can

be configured to display buttons for various options of queue
1000. For example, header 1001 can include clear button
1002 which clears the queue and history button 1004 which
shows the history list of queue 1000. Banner 1003 can be
configured to notify the user that four queued songs are sched
uled for playback. In some examples, banner 1003 can also
provide additional information on the next song scheduled to
play. In some examples, the buttons can be configured to
remain hidden until the cursor rolls overheader 1001. In other

examples, a button can be configured to remain fixed on
header 1001.

(0072 FIG. 10b illustrates an example of queue 1000 of
FIG. 10a after the user has selected to view the history list.
This can occur when the user toggles history button 1004 of
queue 1000. As shown, queue 1000 now displays header
1005. Header 1005 includes the text “HISTORY to notify
the user that the history list is currently being displayed
instead of the queue. Header 1005 can include clear button
1006, which clears the history, and back to queue button 1008
to return back to the queue. Songs 1050, 1060, 1070, and 1080
are presented in the history list. As shown, the songs appear
sequentially based on playback order with the most recently
played Song on the top and the least recently played song on
the bottom. Action items that can be performed on a song can
be presented next to the song. For example, song 1060 can
include purchase button 1065 to purchase the song. Similarly
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song 1070 can include re-queue button 1075 to re-queue the
Song. The Song can be re-queued as "play now', 'play next.
or “add to queue' depending on the user's selection or default
settings. The action items available to a user can depend on
the status of the song. For example, the purchase button may
not be available for songs that already exist in the user's
media library. In some examples, Songs in the history cannot
be dragged and dropped to alter the order that the songs
appear in the history list.
0073. In one embodiment, the source of the song can affect
the way the Song is presented in the history list. For example,
radio stations can be presented differently in the history list
and the queue than other sources. A radio station can appear
in the queue without specifics on the song that will be played.
When the radio station is moved to the currently playing song,
the name of the song is presented to the user. After the Song
has played, the song enters the history list. In the history list,
the name of the song appears along with an option to purchase
the Song. The option to re-queue the Song may not be provided
to the user until the user owns a copy of the song.
Queue Sharing for Multiple Devices
0074. In one embodiment, a queue on a host device can be
accessed by multiple client devices. Each client device can
view the queue and optionally, edit the queue by adding
Songs, playlists, or other collections of music into the queue.
In one example, a voting option is presented where the mul
tiple client devices can vote on Songs. Songs that meet certain
Voting criteria (such as minimum number of votes, minimum
number of likes, or minimum average Voting score) can be
promoted in the queue to play next. In one example, Songs
promoted in the queue have a queue status field set as manu
ally entered while other songs entered by the multiple client
devices have a queue status field set as automatically entered.
This allows only songs that are desirable by the community to
be promoted up the queue. In another example, statistics from
the Voting can be used to analyze the Songs in the queue. The
statistics can be used to provide additional options to the
users, such as "play highest ranked songs more often
Methods

0075 FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary method for adding
a song to a location in the queue. Process 1100 begins by
receiving a request to add a song to the queue (1110). After the
Song is received, a determination is made as to the location in
the queue the requester wishes to add the song (1120). Once
the desired location in the queue is determined, a query is
performed to determine if it is necessary to edit songs in the
queue (1130). It one example, Songs in the queue can be
edited when there are songs above the song being added into
the queue. In another example, Songs in the queue can be
edited when the queue is in a passive playback mode. If a
determination is made that the Songs in the queue are to be
edited, process 1100 can continue to edit the state field of the
Songs (1140) and Subsequently add the new song into the
queue (1150). Alternatively if there is no need to edit songs in
the queue, the song can be added to the desired location
(1150).
0076 FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary method for adding
a song as a next Song in the queue. Process 1200 begins by
receiving a request to add a song as the next Song in the queue
(1210). Process 1200 can then determine if one or more songs
in the queue are part of a container with the currently playing
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Song (1220). If one or more songs in the queue are part of the
container (1230), then the song is added into the queue after
the songs in the container (1240). Alternatively if none of the
Songs are part of the container (1230), then the song is added
as the next song in the queue (1250).
Exemplary User Interface
(0077 FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary user interface of the
media playback application. As shown, user interface 1300
includes content selector 1310 configured to select the source
of content, browser window 1320 configured to present the
digital media available from the Source, currently playing bar
1330 configured to present the currently playing digital
media, queue 1340, and toggle switch 1335 configured to
toggle on and off the presentation of queue 1340.
0078 FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary mini player user
interface of the media playback application. As shown, user
interface 1400 includes currently playing bar 1410, which
includes toggle 1415. Toggle 1415 can be configured to
toggle the presentation of the queue. Toggle 1415 can also be
configured to display the number of queued songs before
playback returns to normal playback mode. User interface
1400 also includes banner 1420 configured to present infor
mation about upcoming songs that are queued. Banner 1420
can include clear button 1425 configured to clear the Songs in
this section. User interface 1400 also includes banner 1430

configured to present information regarding the songs in nor
mal playback mode. For example, banner 1430 can present
the name of the playlist that the media playback application
returns to after queued songs have been played. Banner 1435
can also include clear button 1435 configured to clear the
playlist from the queue.
General System
0079 A general computing device can be configured to
store and execute the media playback application. With ref
erence to FIG. 15, an exemplary system 1500 includes a
general-purpose computing device 1500, including a pro
cessing unit (CPU or processor) 1520 and a system bus 1510
that couples various system components including the system
memory 1530 such as read only memory (ROM) 1540 and
random access memory (RAM) 1550 to the processor 1520.
The system 1500 can include a cache 1522 of high speed
memory connected directly with, in close proximity to, or
integrated as part of the processor 1520. The system 1500
copies data from the memory 1530 and/or the storage device
1560 to the cache 1522 for quick access by the processor
1520. In this way, the cache provides a performance boost that
avoids processor 1520 delays while waiting for data. These
and other modules can control or be configured to control the
processor 1520 to perform various actions. Other system
memory 1530 may be available for use as well. The memory
1530 can include multiple different types of memory with
different performance characteristics. It can be appreciated
that the disclosure may operate on a computing device 1500
with more than one processor 1520 or on a group or cluster of
computing devices networked together to provide greater
processing capability. The processor 1520 can include any
general purpose processor and a hardware module or Software
module, such as module 1 1562, module 2 1564, and module

3 1566 stored in storage device 1560, configured to control
the processor 1520 as well as a special-purpose processor
where software instructions are incorporated into the actual
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processor design. The processor 1520 may essentially be a
completely self-contained computing system, containing
multiple cores or processors, a bus, memory controller, cache,
etc. A multi-core processor may be symmetric or asymmetric.
0080. The system bus 1510 may be any of several types of
bus structures including a memory bus or memory controller,
a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety of bus
architectures. A basic input/output (BIOS) stored in ROM
1540 or the like, may provide the basic routine that helps to
transfer information between elements within the computing
device 1500, such as during start-up. The computing device
1500 further includes storage devices 1560 such as a hard disk
drive, a magnetic disk drive, an optical disk drive, a Solid state
drive, a tape drive or the like. The storage device 1560 can
include software modules 1562, 1564, 1566 for controlling
the processor 1520. Other hardware or software modules are
contemplated. The storage device 1560 is connected to the
system bus 1510 by a drive interface. The drives and the
associated computer readable storage media provide non
Volatile storage of computer readable instructions, data struc
tures, program modules and other data for the computing
device 1500. In one aspect, a hardware module that performs
a particular function includes the Software component stored
in a non-transitory computer-readable medium in connection
with the necessary hardware components, such as the proces
sor 1520, bus 1510, display 1570, and so forth, to carry out the
function. The basic components are known to those of skill in
the art and appropriate variations are contemplated depend
ing on the type of device, such as whether the device 1500 is
a small, handheld computing device, a desktop computer, or
a computer server.

0081 Although the exemplary embodiment described
herein employs the hard disk 1560, it should be appreciated
by those skilled in the art that other types of computer read
able media which can store data that are accessible by a
computer, Such as magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards,
digital versatile disks, cartridges, random access memories
(RAMs) 1550, read only memory (ROM) 1540, a cable or
wireless signal containing a bit stream and the like, may also
be used in the exemplary operating environment. Non-tran
sitory computer-readable storage media expressly exclude
media Such as energy, carrier signals, electromagnetic waves,
and signals perse.
0082 To enable user interaction with the computing
device 1500, an input device 1590 represents any number of
input mechanisms, such as a microphone for speech, a touch
sensitive screen for gesture or graphical input, keyboard,
mouse, motion input, speech and so forth. An output device
1570 can also be one or more of a number of output mecha
nisms known to those of skill in the art. In some instances,

multimodal systems enable a user to provide multiple types of
input to communicate with the computing device 1500. The
communications interface 1580 generally governs and man
ages the user input and system output. There is no restriction
on operating on any particular hardware arrangement and
therefore the basic features here may easily be substituted for
improved hardware or firmware arrangements as they are
developed.
0083. For clarity of explanation, the illustrative system
embodiment is presented as including individual functional
blocks, including functional blocks labeled as a “processor
or processor 1520. The functions these blocks represent may
be provided through the use of either shared or dedicated
hardware, including, but not limited to, hardware capable of
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executing software and hardware. Such as a processor 1520,
that is purpose-built to operate as an equivalent to Software
executing on a general purpose processor. For example, the
functions of one or more processors, presented in FIG. 15,
may be provided by a single shared processor or multiple
processors. (Use of the term “processor should not be con
strued to refer exclusively to hardware capable of executing
software.) Illustrative embodiments may include micropro
cessor and/or digital signal processor (DSP) hardware, read
only memory (ROM) 1540 for storing software performing
the operations discussed below, and random access memory
(RAM) 1550 for storing results. Very large scale integration
(VLSI) hardware embodiments, as well as custom VLSI cir
cuitry in combination with a general purpose DSP circuit,
may also be provided.
I0084. The logical operations of the various embodiments
are implemented as: (1) a sequence of computer implemented
steps, operations, or procedures running on a programmable
circuit within a general use computer, (2) a sequence of com
puter implemented steps, operations, or procedures running
on a specific-use programmable circuit; and/or (3) intercon
nected machine modules or program engines within the pro
grammable circuits. The system 1500, shown in FIG. 15, can
practice all or part of the recited methods, can be a part of the
recited systems, and/or can operate according to instructions
in the recited non-transitory computer-readable storage
media. Such logical operations can be implemented as mod
ules configured to control the processor 1520 to perform
particular functions according to the programming of the
module. For example, FIG.15 illustrates three modules Mod1
1562, Mod2 1564 and Mod3 1566 which are modules con

figured to control the processor 1520. These modules may be
stored on the storage device 1560 and loaded into RAM 1550
or memory 1530 at runtime or may be stored, as would be
known in the art, in other computer-readable memory loca
tions. Having disclosed some components of a computing
system, the disclosure now turns to a description of cloud
computing.
Cloud Computing System
I0085 Cloud computing is a type of Internet-based com
puting in which a variety of resources are hosted and/or
controlled by an entity and made available by the entity to
authorized users via the Internet. An exemplary cloud com
puting system configuration 1600 is illustrated in FIG. 16
wherein a variety of electronic devices can communicate via
a network for purposes of exchanging content and other data.
The system can be configured for use on a wide variety of
network configurations that facilitate the intercommunication
of electronic devices. For example, each of the components of
system 1600, in FIG.16, can be implemented in a localized or
distributed fashion in a network.

I0086) System 1600 can be configured to include cloud
computing resources 1620 (i.e., “the cloud'). The cloud
resources can include a variety of hardware and/or Software
resources, such as cloud servers 1622, cloud databases 1624,

cloud storage 1626, cloud networks 1628, cloud applications,
cloud platforms, and/or any other cloud-based resources. In
Some cases, the cloud resources are distributed. For example,
cloud storage 1626 can include multiple storage devices. In
Some cases, cloud resources can be distributed across mul

tiple cloud computing systems and/or individual network
enabled computing devices. For example, cloud computing
resources 1620 can communicate with servers 1604, 1604,
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... , 1604. (collectively “1604), database 1606, and/or any
other network enabled computing device to provide the cloud
SOUCS.

0087 Furthermore, in some cases, the cloud resources can
be redundant. For example, if cloud computing resources
1620 is configured to provide data backup services, multiple
copies of the data can be stored such that the data is still be
available to the user even if a storage resource is offline, busy,
or otherwise unavailable to process a request. In another
example, if cloud computing resources 1620 is configured to
provide software, the software can be available from different
cloud servers so that the software can be served from any of
the different cloud servers. Algorithms can be applied such
that the closest server or from the server with the lowest

current load is selected to process a given request.
0088. In system 1600, a user interacts with cloud comput
ing resources 1620 through user terminals 1602, 1602, ...
1602, (collectively “1602) connected to a network by direct
and/or indirect communication. Cloud computing resources
1620 can support connections from a variety of different
electronic devices, such as servers; desktop computers;
mobile computers; handheld communications devices, e.g.,
mobile phones, Smartphones, tablets; set top boxes; network
enabled hard drives; and/or any other network-enabled com
puting devices. Furthermore, cloud computing resources
1620 can concurrently accept connections from and interact
with multiple electronic devices. Interaction with the multiple
electronic devices can be prioritized or occur simultaneously.
I0089 Cloud computing resources 1620 can provide cloud
resources through a variety of deployment models, such as
public, private, community, hybrid, and/or any other cloud
deployment model. In some cases, cloud computing
resources 1620 can support multiple deployment models. For
example, cloud computing resources 1620 can provide one
set of resources through a public deployment model and
another set of resources through a private deployment model.
0090. In some configurations, a user terminal 1602 can
access cloud computing resources 1620 from any location
where an Internet connection is available. However, in other

cases, cloud computing resources 1620 can be configured to
restrict access to certain resources such that a resource can

only be accessed from certain locations. For example, if cloud
computing resources 1620 is configured to provide a resource
using a private deployment model, then cloud computing
resources 1620 can restrict access to the resource. Such as by
requiring that a user terminal 1602 access the resource from
behind a firewall.

0091 Cloud computing resources 1620 can provide cloud
resources to user terminals 1602 through a variety of service
models, such as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platforms as a
service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and/or any
other cloud service models. In some cases, cloud computing
resources 1620 can provide multiple service models to a user
terminal 1602. For example, cloud computing resources 1620
can provide both SaaS and IaaS to a user terminal 1602. In
Some cases, cloud computing resources 1620 can provide
different service models to different user terminals 1602. For

example, cloud computing resources 1620 can provide SaaS
to user terminal 1602 and PaaS to user terminal 1602.
0092. In some cases, cloud computing resources 1620 can
maintain an account database. The account database can store

profile information for registered users. The profile informa
tion can include resource access rights, such as Software the
user is permitted to use, maximum storage space, etc. The
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profile information can also include usage information, Such
as computing resources consumed, data storage location,
security settings, personal configuration settings, etc. In some
cases, the account database can reside on a database or server

remote to cloud computing resources 1620 Such as servers
1604 or database 1606.

0093. Cloud computing resources 1620 can provide a vari
ety of functionality that requires user interaction. Accord
ingly, a user interface (UI) can be provided for communicat
ing with cloud computing resources 1620 and/or performing
tasks associated with the cloud resources. The UI can be
accessed via an end user terminal 1602 in communication

with cloud computing resources 1620. The UI can be config
ured to operate in a variety of client modes, including a fat
client mode, a thin client mode, or a hybrid client mode,
depending on the storage and processing capabilities of cloud
computing resources 1620 and/or the user terminal 1602.
Therefore, a UI can be implemented as a standalone applica
tion operating at the user terminal in some embodiments. In
other embodiments, a web browser-based portal can be used
to provide the UI. Any other configuration to access cloud
computing resources 1620 can also be used in the various
embodiments.

0094. As described above, in some configurations, the
cloud computing resources can be used to store user data. The
present disclosure contemplates that, in some instances, this
gathered data might include personal and/or sensitive data.
The present disclosure further contemplates that the entities
responsible for the collection, analysis, disclosure, transfer,
storage, or other use of Such data should implement and
consistently use privacy policies and practices that are, gen
erally recognized, meeting or exceeding industry or govern
mental requirements for maintaining personal information
data private and secure. For example, personal data from
users should be collected for legitimate and reasonable uses
of the entity and not shared or sold outside of those legitimate
uses. Further, such collection should occur only after the
informed consent of the users. Additionally, such entities
should take any needed steps for safeguarding and securing
access to Such personal data and ensuring that others with
access to the personal data adhere to their privacy and security
policies and procedures. Further, such entities can Subject
themselves to evaluation by third parties to certify their adher
ence to widely accepted privacy policies and practices.
0.095 Despite the foregoing, the present disclosure also
contemplates embodiments in which users selectively block
the use of, or access to, personal data. That is, the present
disclosure contemplates that hardware and/or software ele
ments can be provided to prevent or block access to Such
personal data. For example, the present technology can be
configured to allow users to select the data that is stored in
cloud storage. In another example, the present technology can
also be configured to allow a user to specify the data stored in
cloud storage that can be shared with other users.
0096. Therefore, although the present disclosure broadly
covers use of personal data to implement one or more various
disclosed embodiments, the present disclosure also contem
plates that the various embodiments can also be implemented
without the need for accessing Such personal data. That is, the
various embodiments of the present technology are not ren
dered inoperable due to the lack of all or a portion of such
personal data. For example, non-personal data can be stored
in cloud storage.
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0097 Embodiments within the scope of the present dis
closure may also include tangible and/or non-transitory com
puter-readable storage media for carrying or having com
puter-executable instructions or data structures stored
thereon. Such non-transitory computer-readable storage
media can be any available media that can be accessed by a
general purpose or special purpose computer, including the
functional design of any special purpose processor as dis
cussed above. By way of example, and not limitation, Such
non-transitory computer-readable media can include RAM,
ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage,
magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices,
solid state drives, or any other medium which can be used to
carry or store desired program code means in the form of
computer-executable instructions, data structures, or proces
sor chip design. When information is transferred or provided
over a network or another communications connection (either
hardwired, wireless, or combination thereof) to a computer,
the computer properly views the connection as a computer
readable medium. Thus, any such connection is properly
termed a computer-readable medium. Combinations of the
above should also be included within the scope of the com
puter-readable media.
0098 Computer-executable instructions include, for
example, instructions and data which cause a general purpose
computer, special purpose computer, or special purpose pro
cessing device to perform a certain function or group of
functions. Computer-executable instructions also include
program modules that are executed by computers in stand
alone or network environments. Generally, program modules
include routines, programs, components, data structures,
objects, and the functions inherent in the design of special
purpose processors, etc. that perform particular tasks or
implement particular abstract data types. Computer-execut
able instructions, associated data structures, and program
modules represent examples of the program code means for
executing steps of the methods disclosed herein. The particu
lar sequence of Such executable instructions or associated
data structures represents examples of corresponding acts for
implementing the functions described in Such steps.
0099 Those of skill in the art will appreciate that other
embodiments of the disclosure may be practiced in network
computing environments with many types of computer sys
tem configurations, including personal computers, hand-held
devices, multi-processor systems, microprocessor-based or
programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, mini
computers, mainframe computers, and the like. Embodi
ments may also be practiced in distributed computing envi
ronments where tasks are performed by local and remote
processing devices that are linked (either by hardwired links,
wireless links, or by a combination thereof) through a com
munications network. In a distributed computing environ
ment, program modules may be located in both local and
remote memory storage devices.
0100. The various embodiments described above are pro
vided by way of illustration only and should not be construed
to limit the scope of the disclosure. For example, the prin
ciples herein can be applied other types of files to control the
secure deletion of those files and other copies of those files
from storage. Those skilled in the art will readily recognize
various modifications and changes that may be made to the
principles described herein without following the example
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embodiments and applications illustrated and described
herein, and without departing from the spirit and scope of the
disclosure.
We claim:

1. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon
computer-executable instructions causing a processor to:
present, on a graphical user interface, a queue including a
plurality of entries configured to represent a playback
sequence for a plurality of media items, wherein each
entry is associated with a media item and includes a
queue status field, the queue status field indicating
whether the media item is queued automatically or
manually;
receive a triggering event;
purge the queue after receiving the triggering event,
whereby a first entry associated with a first media item is
deleted from the queue when the queue status field of the
first entry indicates that the first media item is queued
automatically; and
output content from the queue by playing one of the plu
rality of media items in the queue on an output device in
accordance with the playback sequence.
2. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the
queue is a persistent data structure stored in a memory asso
ciated with said processor.
3. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the
triggering event is a change in a media Source.
4. The computer-readable medium of claim 3, wherein the
media source is one of a personal music library, a remote
streaming service, another user's music library, and cloud
Storage.

5. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the
triggering event is adding a collection of media items to the
queue.

6. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the
queue is dynamically updated when one or more media items
are added to the queue.
7. The computer-readable medium of claim 6, wherein the
queue status field of an entry is set to manual entry when the
one or more media items are added in the queue following the
entry.

8. The computer-readable medium of claim 6, wherein the
queue status field of the one or more media items in the queue
are set to automatic entry when the one or more media items
belong to a playlist.
9. A method, comprising:
presenting, on a graphical user interface, a queue including
a plurality of entries being configured to represent a
playback sequence for a plurality of media items,
wherein each entry includes a queue Status field, the
queue status field indicating whether the media item was
entered into said queue automatically or manually;
receiving a triggering event; and
purging the queue after receiving the triggering event,
whereby a first entry associated with a first media item is
deleted from the queue when the queue status field of the
first entry indicates that the first media item is queued
automatically; and
outputting content from the queue by playing one of the
plurality of media items in the queue on an output device
in accordance with the playback sequence.
10. The method of claim 9, wherein the queue is a persis
tent data structure stored in a memory associated with said
processor.
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11. The method of claim 9, wherein the triggering event is
a change in a media Source.
12. The method of claim 11, wherein the media source is

one of a personal music library, a remote streaming service,
another user's music library, and cloud storage.
13. The method of claim 9, wherein the triggering event is
adding a collection of media items to the queue.
14. The method of claim 9, wherein the queue is dynami
cally updated when one or more media items are added to the
queue.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the queue status field
of an entry is set to manual entry when the one or more media
items are added in the queue following the entry.
16. The method of claim 14, wherein the queue status field
of the one or more media items in the queue are set to auto
matic entry when the one or more media items belong to a
playlist.
17. A method, comprising:
receiving a request to modify a queue containing a plurality
of entries representing a playback sequence for a plural
ity of media items, wherein each entry is associated with
a media item and includes a queue status field; and
updating the queue status field of an entry in the queue
when the modification alters the playback sequence.
18. The method of claim 17, wherein the modification is

reorganizing the playback sequence.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein the modification is

adding another entry associated with a new media item to the
playback sequence.
20. The method of claim 19, wherein the queue status field
of the entry is updated according to the another entry's posi
tion in the queue.
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21. A computer-readable medium, comprising one or more
sequences of instructions which, when executed by one or
more processors, cause the one or more processors to:
receive a request to modify a queue containing a plurality
of entries representing a playback sequence for a plural
ity of media items, wherein each entry is associated with
a media item and includes a queue status field; and
update the queue status field of an entry in the queue when
the modification alters the playback sequence.
22. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein
the modification is reorganizing the playback sequence.
23. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein
the modification is adding another entry associated with a
new media item to the playback sequence.
24. The computer-readable medium of claim 23, wherein
the queue status field of the entry is updated according to the
another entry's position in the queue.
25. A computer-executable media playback application
including a computer-readable data structure configured to
represent a playback sequence for a plurality of media items
stored on independent remotely located media sources, said
media playback application including processor-executable
instructions for:

retrieving media items listed in said data structure from
their associated media source, each media item being
associated with a queue Status field identifying an entry
state of said media item into said data structure;

outputting a content of a retrieved media item by playing
said media item on an output device; and
selectively deleting a media item from said data structure if
that media item includes a queue status field having a
predetermined entry state.
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